
University 
Services

College and university campuses take all of 
the challenging aspects of most other parking 
programs and combines them: short-term and 
long-term parking, the operational scale and 
enforcement concerns of a city, residential and 
commuter components, retail, large event, shuttle, 
gymnasium, library and even bicycle parking. 
  
LAZ Parking knows that you constantly strive to 
balance parking for students, faculty and visitors 
while maximizing an ever-decreasing number of 
parking spaces and operating within budgetary 
constraints.
 
We understand the demands of the campus 
parking environment and we can help. Our 
nationwide experience in all parking disciplines 
attracts some of the country’s largest and 
most prestigious schools as clients.  With tight 
management controls and advanced technology, 
we alleviate the headaches of campus parking.



OUR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Parking Facility Management

 Z Cashiering and Ambassador Services
 Z Facility Maintenance and Snow Removal
 Z Automation and Technology Improvements
 Z Revenue Collections and Control

Permit System Issuance and Management

 Z Account Management
 Z Permit Issuance and Fee Collection
 Z Online and In-Person Permit Sales
 Z Digital or Physical Permit Fulfillment

Parking Enforcement

 Z Computerized Citation Issuance
 Z Citation Management and Collections
 Z License Plate Recognition
 Z Vehicle Immobilization 
 Z Appeals and Dispute Resolution

Special Events and Game Day Management

 Z Traffic Control and Parking Directors
 Z Uniformed Attendants
 Z Pre-Sold Parking Reservations
 Z Shuttle Service for Large Events
 Z Wireless, Hand-Held Revenue Collection

Shuttle Services

 Z Professionally Trained Drivers
 Z Service Planning and Route Scheduling
 Z Fleet Procurement and Financing
 Z Vehicle Maintenance
 Z Performance Management and Analytics

Green Parking (Parksmart) 

After spending over a decade making green initiatives a top priority, LAZ Parking has become an industry 
leader in sustainable parking. As a Platinum Level founding partner to the Green Parking Council, LAZ 
is committed to working towards a cleaner, more sustainable parking environment through a variety of 
sustainability programs. These programs are the world’s only rating systems that survey garage applicants, 
define and recognize sustainable practices in parking structure management, programming, design and 
technology and can help you achieve "Parksmart" certification.

Accredited Parking Organization (APO)

(APO) is a designation for parking organizations that have achieved a comprehensive standard of 
excellence. Launched in 2015 by IPI, the accreditation recognizes best practices in responsible parking 
management and operations, customer service, professional development, safety and security.

www.lazparking.com


